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1、 Introduction 

This chapter describes the basic information of HWRD, introducing the features and 
specifications of different Henrich wireless AP models, and makes it convenient for users to 
decide the products and functions chosen to use. 
  
 Overview 
 Package Checklist 
 Product Features 
 Product Models 
 Functional Design 
 Network Working Mode 
 Wireless Mode 
 HWRD300 Specifications 
 

Overview 

Henrich's industrial IEEE802.11 wireless AP/Bridge products Windup series for WLAN are 
ruggedly designed to resist the various effects of harsh industrial environments, such as high 
electromagnetic immunity to repel electromagnetic disturbances, galvanic isolation to guard 
against voltage instability, wide- temperature operation, and shock/vibration resistance.  For 
industries that put a lot of pressure on their equipment, choose Henrich’s industrial wireless 
AP and Ethernet bridge products to meet your needs today! 
 

Package Checklist 

HWRD300 is shipped with the following items: HWRD300 *1 EA, Antennas *2 EA, Hanging 
Panel *1 EA, Quick Start *1EA 
 

Product Features 

HWRD300/600 Serials offers the following wireless features: 
2.4G band、5G band or 2.4G/5G dual-band 
802.11b/g/n or 802.11b/g/n + 802.11ac compliant 
Point to Point and Point to Multi-Point Wireless Bridge 
Long-Range transmission Support 
Selectable Channel Width:20/40/MHZ 



Automatic Channel Selection、Automatic Distance Selection 
Transmit Power Control: Automatic/Manual 
Strongest WPA2 security 
Usability enhancements version includes more interface configurations and application mode 

Product Models 

Henrich industrial wireless AP/bridge consists of Henrich HWRD300 Series and HWRD600 
Series: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Product Line Product Model RF Function Specialty

HWRD300 2.4G

802.11b/g/n
2x Fast Ethernet Port (Auto MDI-X)
300Mbps
23 dBm（11b/g/n）

HWRD301 5G

802.11n/802.11a compliant
2x Fast Ethernet Port (Auto MDI-X)
300Mbps
23 dBm（11a/n）

HWRD302 2.4G/5G

802.11b/g/n
2x Fast Ethernet Port (Auto MDI-X)
300Mbps
23 dBm（11b/g/n）

HWRD600 2.4G

802.11b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
300Mbps
23 dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm（11ac wave1）

HWRD600-TF 2.4G/5G

802.11ac+a/b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
867Mbps（ac 80MHz）
2.4G:23dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm
5G: 25dBm up to 28dBm(11ac wave 2)

HWRD600-TS/TSW 2.4G/5G

802.11ac+a/b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
867Mbps（ac 80MHz）
2.4G:23dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm
5G: 27dBm up to 30dBm(11ac wave 1)

TS：
Temperature:-20℃~70℃
TSW：

Temperature:-40℃~70℃

HWRD600-TSH/TSHW 2.4G/5G

802.11ac+a/b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
867Mbps（ac 80MHz）
2.4G:23dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm
5G: 27dBm up to 32dBm(11ac wave 1)

TSH：
Temperature:-20℃~70℃
TSHW：

Temperature:-40℃~70℃

HWRD600-QE 2.4G/5G

802.11ac+a/b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
867Mbps（ac 80MHz）
2.4G:23dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm
5G: 18dBm up to 21dBm(11ac wave 2)

HWRD600-QEE/QEEW 2.4G/5G

802.11ac+a/b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
867Mbps（ac 80MHz）
2.4G:23dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm
5G: 18dBm up to 21dBm(11ac wave 1)

QEE：
Temperature:-20℃~70℃
QEEW：

Temperature:-40℃~70℃

HWRD600-QEEH/QEEHW 2.4G/5G

802.11ac+a/b/g/n
2x Gigabit Port (Auto MDI-X)
867Mbps（ac 80MHz）
2.4G:23dBm（11b/g/n）up to 28dBm
5G: 18dBm up to 23dBm(11ac wave 1)

QEEH：
Temperature:-20℃~70℃
QEEHW：

Temperature:-40℃~70℃

HWRD300 Series

HWRD600 Series



Functional Design 

LED indicators:HWRD has 6 indicators, The following table summarizes the representations 
of LED displays: 

 
 
H/W RESET Button:There is a RESET button located on the top panel of HWRD. You can 
reset the device to factory default settings by pressing the RESET button with a pointed 
object such as an unfolded paper clip for at lease 7 secs. 
Power:Standard 12V-24VDC input. 
Antenna port:To access the antenna provided. 

Network Working Mode 

Transparent Layer 2 Bridge 
Router 
 

Wireless Mode 

AP Mode 
Client Mode 
AP(WDS) Mode 
Client(WDS)Mode 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LED Indication Description
Power Power Power is ON
LAN0/1 LAN Port Signal LAN Port is connected and data is transmitted
RSS1 Wireless Signal Level 1 Wireless Signal level is up to default-95dBm
RSS2 Wireless Signal Level 2 Wireless Signal level is up to default-85dBm
RSS3 Wireless Signal Level 3 Wireless Signal level is up to default-75dBm
RSS4/DIAG Wireless Signal Level 4/Diagnostics Wireless Signal level is up to default-65dBm

or diagnostics is being performing



HWRD300 Specifications 

128MB System Memory 
16MB NOR Flash 
On-board 2.4GHz max 23dBm output power (per chain) 
IEEE 802.11n compliant & backward compatible with 802.11b/g 
2 x 2 On-board radio up to 300Mbps physical data rate 
2 x FE LAN RJ45 with Auto MDI/X 
Passive 24V Power Over Ethernet 
Integrated 48V IEEE 802.3af available as Option 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2、Getting Started 

This chapter describes how to access to the HWRD's configuration interface, and the 
classification and navigation of the dashboard, to facilitate the user's overall understanding of 
HWRD's software functions. 
 
 Configuration Interface 
 Dashboard Navigation 

 Status Tab 
 System Tab 
 Network Tab 
 Logout Tab 

 

Configuration Interface 

To access the HWRD Configuration Interface, users need a PC connecting with a copper 
cable to LAN0 of HWRD, performing the following steps: 
1. HWRD’s default management IP address is 192.168.1.1/24, so we need to configure the 

the Ethernet adapter on your computer with a static IP address on 192.168.1.X/24 subnet 
(X: 2~254, for example: 192.168.1.10 mask 255.255.255.0). 

2. Launch your web browser. Enter 192.168.1.1 in the address field. Press Enter.  

 
 

3. Upon initial the login screen, enter “admin” in the Username and Password fields, and 



click Login. 
4. To enhance security, we recommend that users change the default login. For details on 

changing login credentials, go to “AP Password” on page 16. 
5. After clicking the LOGIN tag, if it displays Invalid username and/or password! Please try 

again. that cannot be verified, please press the H/W RESET button to reset the device to 
factory defaullt. If you still cannot resolve the problem, try to upgrade the firmware 
version.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dashboard Navigation 

 
 
HWRD’s dashboard contains 3 main function partitions and a Logout tab.  

Status Tab 

 
 
Status sub-tab: Overview、Realtime Graphs.  
Overview: It contains the S/W or H/W version information, and it concentrates some key 
parameters of “System” and “Network” partitions. Users can skim the system versions, 
running status, DHCP client status, wireless status and associated stations status.  
Realtime Graphs: Real-time statistics of load. 



System Tab 

 
 
System sub-tab: System、Administration、LED Configuration、Backup/Flash Firmware、
Reboot.  
System: Configure time information, NTP settings, logging settings. 
Administration: Change the login password.  
LED Configuration: Configure the LED threshold values.  
Backup/Flash Firmware: Configuration backup and Firmware upgrade.  
Reboot: Reboot the system.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Network Tab 

 
 
Network sub-tab: Interface、Wireless、DHCP and DNS、Hostnames、Diagnostics.  
Interface: Configure Interface settings.  
Wireless: Configure wireless settings.  
DHCP&DNS: Configure DHCP 和 DNS server.  
Hostnames: Manage hostnames entries.  
Diagnostics: Network testing tools.  
 

 Logout Tab 

Logout from WEB GUI 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3、Status partition 

Status partition includes “Overview” and “Realtime Graphs”, for users to directly know about 
the main parameters of the running device.  
 
 Overview tab 
 Realtime Graphs tab 
 

Overview Tab 

 
 
System Display the Hostname, Model, Firmware Version, Kernel Version, Local Time, and  



Uptime.  
DHCP Display the device’s IP address, MAC address, and Release Time assigned by HWRD.  
DHCPv6 Display the device’s IPv6 address, MAC address, and Release Time assigned by 
HWRD.  
Wireless Display the wireless link status information, including the Signal Strength, SSID, 
Mode, Channel, Bitrates, BSSID and Encryption. 
Associated Station Display the information of remote devices associated with HWRD, 
including the port ID, Network ID, Mac address, Hosts, Signal/Noice, Rx/Tx rate.  
 

Realtime Graphs Tab 

 
 
Realtime Load Display the Real-time wireless load statistics in 4 minutes, and 3 seconds 
interval. Users can Intuitive read the load, average and peak value in 1/5/15 Minutes.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4、System partition 

System partition includes settings for Time, NTP, Logging, Administrator Password、LED 
threshold values 、 Configuration/Firmware and Rebooting, which are Non-network 
communication related settings for users to better manage the operating system.  
 
 System Tab 
 Administration Tab 
 LED Configuration Tab 
 Backup/Flash Firmware Tab 
 Reboot Tab 
 

System Tab 

 
 
System Properties Configurations of Hostname, Local Time/Timezone, Logging and 
Language. 
General Settings sub-tab 
Hostname: Configure the hostname of HWRD to distinguish devices with Symbolic name.  
Timezone: Set the Timezone. Choose the Nation/City, and then cllick SYNC WITH 
TIMEZONE, the local time will be adjust to the Timezone time. 



 

 
 
Logging sub-tab  
System Log Buffer Size: Users can modify the Log Buffer Size (KB), a larger size can cache 
more log informations.  
External System Log Server/port/Protocol: Appoint logging server, including address, Port 
ID, and protocol(UDP/TCP).  
Write System Log to file: Set the name of Logging file in system.  
Log output level: Set the output level to limit the logging entries being uploaded to loging 
server. Every logging entry is related to a severity that a smaller number represents a more 
serious level: Debug(7) Info(6) Notice(5) Warning(4) Error(3) Critical(2) Alert(1) Emergency(0). 
Defaut level Debug means display all logging levels.   
Cron Log Level: Set the level of cron log.  

 
 
Language and Style sub-tab 
Language: Default is EN.  
 
Time Synchronization Set the NTP protocol, to synchronize system time with NTP server or 
provide NTP service for other devices.  
Enable NTP client: Enable/disable NTP service. (default is enabled) 
Provide NTP server: Set HWRD as NTP server to provide NTP service for other devices.  
NTP server candidates: Set more NTP server addresses manually.  
 
 
 
 
 



Attention: 

 
After finishing the settings, please click the SAVE&APPLY tab to activate the changings. Click 
only the SAVE tab will write configurations into Configuration file, but will not apply. RESET 
tab is for resetting the configurations.  
 

Administrator Tab 

 
 
AP Password Change the AP password 
Type a new login password in the “Password” column and double confirm in the “Confirmation” 
column. Once confirmed, you will see “Password successfully changed!”.  
If you forget the password you have set, you can only reset HWRD by H/W RESET button 
and log in with the factory default password “admin”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



LED Configuration Tab 

  

 
LEDs Configuration Set the LED threshold values to control when will the LEDs light.  
Configuration Properties sub-tab 
*Default #LED1 -95dB #LED2 -85dB #LED3 -75dB #LED4 -65dB.  
When the signal strength reaches -95dBm, LED1 will turn on, and when the signal strength 
reaches -85dBm, LED2 will turn on. The rest can be done in the same manner.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Backup/Flash Firmware Tab 

 
 
Flash Operations To upload/download backup file, reset configurations to default, and 
firmware upgrade.  
Backup/Restore: GENERATE ARCHIVE tab is to download the configuration file to local PC. 
After clicking the tab, a dialog box will pop up uder the browser “你想怎么处理 
backup-Automationdirect-2018-09-11.tar.gz”, Users can choose Save to download the file.  
 

 
 
Reset to defaults: PERFORM RESET tab is to reset the configuration to factory default. After 

clicking, a dialog box will appear for confirmation, and the device will reboot to finish reset.  



 
 
Restore backup: The “浏览” tab is to locate the configuration file in local PC, and once 
chosen, click the UPLOAD ARCHIVE… tab to confirm restoring. 

 

 
Flash new firmware image: Users can click the “浏览” tab to locate the image file in local PC, 
once chosen, click the FLASH IMAGE… tab. Please use the official offered firmware image 
files.  
 
Attention: Upgrading the firmware image will not reset the configuration to factory default. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Reboot Tab 

 
 
Reboot Reboot the system. Once clicking PERFORM REBOOT tab，it will reboot immediately 
without confirmations, so please proceed with caution.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5 Network partition 

 Network partition includes settings for Interface, Wireless, DHCP and DNS, Hostnames and 
Diagnostics. In this partition, users can quickly and conveniently configure the network 
parameters of HWRD and establish wireless connections, configure and debug the protocol 
functions in the network, and give play to the advantages and efficiency of HWRD.  

 
 Interface Tab 
 Wireless Tab 
 DHCP and DNS Tab 
 Hostnames Tab 
 Diagnostics Tab 
 

Interface Tab 

 
 
Interface Overview Display configurations of interfaces (Status), including Port ID, 
Assignment, Status (Uptime, MAC address, Tx/Rx rates, IPV4/IPv6 address)  
Users enter setting (Interface Overview) page by clicking Settings.  
 
 
 
 
 



Settings(Interface Overview) Page 

 

 
Common Configuration basic settings.  
Status: Display interface configuration informations, including Port ID, Assignment, 
Status(Uptime、MAC address、TxRx rates、IPV4/IPv6 address).  
Protocol: Set protocol for interface. Optional protocols are Static address and DHCP Client.  
Attention: Choose the protocol and then click SWTICH PROTOCOL tab, different 
configuration details will be changed automatically.  
  
Static address: The Protocol allows Lan port to set static IP address.  
*Default address of LAN port is 192.168.1.1, mask 255.255.255.0.  
IPv4 address: Configure IPv4 address.  
IPv4 netmask: Configure mask of IPv4 address.  



IPv4 gateway: Configure gateway of LAN port.  
IPv4 broadcast: Configure broadcast address. 
Use custom DNS servers: Configure DNS server address. 
IPv6 assignment length: Assign a part of given length of every public IPv6-prefix to this 
interface.  
IPv6 assignment hint: Assign prefix parts using this hexadecimal subprefix ID for this interface. 
IPv6 suffix: Optional. Allowed values: 'eui64', 'random', fixed value like '::1' or '::1:2'. When IPv6 
prefix (like 'a:b:c:d::') is received from a delegating server, use the suffix (like '::1') to form the IPv6 
address ('a:b:c:d::1') for the interface. 
 
Attention: When configuring address of LAN port, please avoid IP conflict in the running 
netwok system. Address of LAN port is the manage IP address for PC to configure, if changed, 
users need to set the PC’s IP address on the same subnet. Then, login the WEB GUI again 
with new management address.  
 
DHCP Client: The protocol allows LAN port to get IP address assigned by DHCP server.  
 

  

  

  

 
*Switch to DHCP Client protocol: Choose “DHCP Client” in Protocol column, and 
click SWITCH PROTOCOL tab, users can specifically set the hostname of HWRD to be 
displayed and recognized for DHCP Server in Hostname to send when requesting DHCP. 
Click Save&APPLY after finishing. 
Attention: When DHCP Client protocol is set, the IP address of LAN port will be assigned by 
DHCP Server randomly (If configured falsely, LAN port will lose IP address). Users will have 
difficulty in accessing HWRD to manage it. So, unless you have special application request, 
please don’t try to configure DHCP Client protocol.  
 
 



 
DHCP Server  Configure HWRD to be DHCP Server.  
General Setup sub-tab 
Ignore Interface: Tick the box to disable the function for HWRD to be DHCP server of the 
LAN subnet. If users hope that the terminal devices get IP addresses from other DHCP server 
transparently through HWRD, just disable this function to avoid interference.  
Start: Lowest leased address as offset from the network address. Configure the start IP 
address of DHCP pool. 
Limit: Maximum number of leased addresses. Configure the amount of addresses in DHCP 
pool. 
Lease time: Expiry time of leased addresses, minimum is 2 minutes (2m).Configure the 
relase time for IP addresses. Once the address is overdue, the server will recycle the address 
and assign again. 
Advanced settings sub-tab 
Dynamic DHCP: Dynamically allocate DHCP addresses for clients. If disabled, only clients 
having static leases will be served.  
Force: Force DHCP on this network even if another server is detected.  
IPV4-netmask: Override the netmask sent to clients. Normally it is calculated from the subnet 
that is served.  
DHCP-options: Define additional DHCP options, for example "6,192.168.2.1,192.168.2.2" 
which advertises different DNS servers to clients.   
 
Example: 
User demands that the AP can assign IP addresses between 192.168.100.10/24 
~192.168.100.200/24 for wireless terminals. Configurations are following: 



 
 
IPV6 settings sub-tab 
IPv6 settings 
 
Global Network Option  Ipv6ULA preferences 



Wireless Tab 

 
 
Wireless Overview Display the wireless radio entries, including SSID, Mode, BSSID, 
Encryption.  
Tabs: 
Users can use SCAN/ADD to scan or add wireless connections.  
In addition, connections existing can be Enabled/Disabled, Edited, or Removed.  
 
Scan: Use Scan to search for wireless connection.  
Example: To establish connection with wireless AP (HUAWEI-2SGL9V).  
Step1: Click Scan tab, HWRD will search for wireless signals around the workplace. Then 

click Join Network botton at the end of the network entry.  
Step2: Enter the password of remote AP and click SUBMIT tab. 
 
Replace Wireless Configuration: Tick the box to replace the existing wireless configurations, 
including the default AP covering signal.  
WPA passphrase: Type the wireless encryption password of remote AP.  
Name of the new network: Default is wwan, when establishing multiple connections, users 
need to define names like wwan1, wwanB.  



 
 
Device Configuration 
General Setup sub-tab 
Wireless Network is enabled: Disable tab can set the connection in disable state 
temporarily after established. Users can manually enable in Wireless Overview tab.  
Operation Frequency: Devices will automatically choose the same value of Mode (Default N 
mode allows 802.11n, to select Legacy allows 802.11b/g/n), Channel and Width with remote 
AP. So, unless users have special request, keep the options default. 
Transmit Power: HWRD supports automatically/Manually transmit power control.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Interface Configurations 
General Setup sub-tab 
ESSID: Name of new wireless connections. 
Mode: Working mode of HWRD in the connection.  
BSSID: The Mac address of remote AP.  
Wireless Security sub-tab 
Encryption: HWRD supports encryptions including WEP Open System/ WEP Shared Key/ 
WPA-PSK/ WPA2-PSK/ WPA-PSK WPA2-PSK Mixed Mode, and in default matches the 
encryption method with remote connected AP.  
Clipher: Decryption method default is auto.  
Key: wireless password of remote AP.  
Advanced Settings sub-tab 
Interface name: Name of Interface (default is remote AP’s SSID).  
All the parameters above will be filled by system automatically, unless you have special 
request, keep them in default and click Save&Apply.  
 



 
 
ADD: Use ADD to add wireless connection manually.  
 
Device Configuration 
General Setup sub-tab 
Wireless Network is enabled: Disable tab can set the connection in disable state 
temporarily after established. Users can manually enable in Wireless Overview tab.  
Operation Frequency: Devices will automatically choose the same value of Mode (Default N 
mode allows 802.11n, to select Legacy allows 802.11b/g/n), Channel and Width with remote 
AP. So, unless users have special request, keep the options default. 
Transmit Power: HWRD supports automatically/Manually transmit power control.  
 
Advanced Settings sub-tab 
Country Code: Set the channels that HWRD supports (Different countries has different legal 
channels) 
Distance Optimization: Set the distance between network connections so that HWRD can 
optimize the signal with algorithm.  
Fragmentation Threshold: Specifies the maximum size a data packet before splitting and 
creating another new packet 
RTS/CTS Threshold: Determines how large a packet can be before the Access Point 
coordinates transmission and reception to ensure efficient communication 



 
 
Interface Configuration  
General Setup sub-tab 
ESSID: Type the name of new wireless signal to be connected. 
Mode: Working mode of HWRD in the connection.   
Hide ESSID: To hide ESSID.  
VMM mode: Enable VMM mode.  
Wireless Security sub-tab 
Encryption: HWRD supports encryptions including WEP Open System/ WEP Shared Key/ 
WPA-PSK/ WPA2-PSK/ WPA-PSK WPA2-PSK Mixed Mode, and in default matches the 
encryption method with remote connected AP.  
MAC-Filter sub-tab 
MAC-Address Filter: Default is disabled.  
When select Allow Listed only, add MAC addresses of terminal devices in MAC-list manually, 
only the devices in MAC-list can be permitted.  
When select Allow all accept listed, add MAC addresses of terminal devices in MAC-list 
manually, the devices in MAC-list will be denied.  
Advanced Settings sub-tab 
Isolate Client: Prevents client-to-client communication . Tick the box to prevent the 
communications between terminals connected to HWRD.  
Interface name: Override default interface (default is remote AP’s SSID).  
 
Associated Stations Display the information of remote devices associated with HWRD, 
including the port ID, Network ID, Mac address, Hosts, Signal/Noice, Rx/Tx rate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DHCP and DNS Tab 

 
 
Server Settings Display DHCP and DNS forwarding rules.  
General Settings sub-tab 
Domain required: Tick the box to enable/disable domain required function, if enabled, 
HWRD will not forward DNS-request without DNS-Name.  
Authoritative: Enable to appoint HWRD as the only DHCP Server in network.  



Local server: Local domain specification. Names matching this domain are never forwarded 
and are resolved from DHCP or hosts files only.  

Local domain: Local domain suffix appended to DHCP names and hosts file entries.  
Log queries: Write received DNS requests to syslog .  
DNS forwardings: List of DNS servers to forward requests to.  
Rebind protect: Discard upstream RF1918 responses.  
Allow localhost: Allow upstream responses in the 127.0.0.0/8 range,e.g. for RBL services.  
Domain whitelist: List of domains to allow RFC1918 responses for.  
Local Service Only: Limit DNS service to subnets interfaces on which we are serving DNS.  
Non-wildcard: Bind only to specific interfaces rather than wildcard address.  
Resolve and hosts files sub-tab 
Use/etc/ethers: Read /etc/ethers to configure the DHCP-Server   
Leasefile: File where given DHCP-leases will be stored File location of DHCP lease entries.  
Ignore resolve file: Ignore resolve file.  
Resolve file: Location of DNS resolve files.  
Ignore /etc/hosts: Ignore etc/ethers files.  
Additional Hosts files: Other host files.  
TFTP Settings sub-tab 
Enable TFTP server: Tick the box to enable TFTP service. 
TFTP Server root: Root file path of TFTP server. 
Network boot image: Booting image file name providing for clients 
 
Advanced settings sub-tab 
Active DHCP leases Display the IP addresses, MAC addresses and lease times of terminal 
devices assigned by HWRD. 
Active DHCPv6 leases Display the IPv6 addresses, MAC addresses and lease times of 
terminal devices assigned by HWRD. 
Static Leases Assign static IP address and Hostnames for DHCP terminal devices.  



Hostname Tab 

 
Host entries Display hostname entries, and it can be manually bind using ADD tab. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Diagnostics Tab 

 
 
Network Utilities Network connectivity test tools1 
Ping: Ping helps to diagnose the integrity of wired or wireless networks. It helps make sure 
whether or not the host exists and the access path is available.  
Traceroute: Locate the path to destination. It helps find the route to the destination host. 
Nslookup: Domain lookup, it helps diagnose DNS information and look up Internet domain 
Information.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6、Configuration Examples 

This chapter introduces 2 configuration examples of HWRD’s main working modes, AP Client mode 
and WDS mode.  
 
 AP Client mode 
 WDS mode 
 

AP Client mode 

 
Click tab “Network”, then click tab “Wireless” 



 
Click Tab “Scan” 
 

 
Find SSID of your remote AP in scanning list, then click tab “Join Network” 



 
Type WPA/WEP(Depending on Encryption of Remote AP) passphrase of remote AP, and 
keep other setting option in default, then click tab “Submit” 
 

 



 
Keep all the settings in this page to be default, directly click tab “Save&apply” 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Configuration is completed, and it creates a new entry named “remote AP SSID” in Wireless 
Overview board. 
 
 



WDS mode 

Configuration on local AP 

 
Click the Tab “ADD” (2.452GHz) 
 

 
Type “AP2”( the SSID of remote AP) in the “ESSID” option and MAC address of remote AP in 
the “BSSID” option, then click tab “Save&apply” 
 



 
Configuration is completed, and it creates a new entry named “remote AP SSID” in Wireless 
Overview board 
 
Configuration on remote AP 

 
Click the Tab “Edit” (2.452GHz) 



 
Change the Mode option to be “Access point(WDS)”, then click tab “Save&apply”. 
 

 
All Configurations Complete. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7、Appendix (Support Information) 
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